
ollowing a wave of BB and CC creams, Estee Lauder is premiering 
the EE cream.  The enlighten e�ect skintone corrector SPF 30 is 

part of the Brand’s enlighten skintone correcting collection, a regi-
men promising naturally glowing, even toned skin.  Based on new 
insight into the cycle of pigmentation, the formulas are designed to 
break the cycle of daily assaults and irritation which leads to hyper-
pigmentation and dark spots.
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Reach – Audience:    Performance based on network size
Reach – Growth:    Performance based on Network Growth
Engagement – Presence:  Performance based on content published
Engagement – Interactions:  Performance based on Interactions

According to the Klarity Index Radar, Estee Lauder is leading with an index of 35 vs. 
Shiseido at 33.  The Klarity Index uses a normal distribution methodology and a pro-
prietary algorithm to calculate a social performance indicator based upon a brand’s 
reach and engagement. 

The below chart shows the comparative growth of fans over the last 28 days outlin-
ing the highest during the period.

rom the above analytics, although Estee Lauder has less Wallposts in compari-
son to Shiseido, the type of content used to engage with Fans is creating a high 

amount of interaction giving Fans interesting facts and news on their Brand.  A 
survey by Social Media Today, con�rms that 71% of social media users are likely to 
purchase products from brands that they are connected on social media.  This ena-
bles brands like Estee Lauder and Shiseido to interact directly with their loyal Fans 
and acquire high volume in fansbase.

According to Social Media Today, 83% of customers prefer to connect to the brand 
on Facebook and 53% on Twitter.  A study by Nielsen also reported that 46% of 
online users count on social media while making purchase decision and 50% of 
shoppers made purchases based on the recommendations on social media.  By 
creating the right amount of “noise”, Estee Lauder is increasing exposure with a 
growth in business partnerships which results in improved sales.  Hence, our analy-
sis using the above metrics con�rms that Estee Lauder has a strong brand position-
ing in comparison to Shiseido on social media platforms.   
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